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Figure 1: Brassau automatically generates interactive graphical user interfaces for virtual assistant commands in natural language.

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents Brassau, a graphical virtual assistant that
converts natural language commands into GUIs. A virtual
assistant with a GUI has the following benefits compared
to text or speech based virtual assistants: users can monitor
multiple queries simultaneously, it is easy to re-run complex
commands, and user can adjust settings using multiple modes
of interaction. Brassau introduces a novel template-based
approach that leverages a large corpus of images to make
GUIs visually diverse and interesting. Brassau matches a
command from the user to an image to create a GUI. This
approach decouples the commands from GUIs and allows for
reuse of GUIs across multiple commands. In our evaluation,
users prefer the widgets produced by Brassau over plain GUIs.

This paper presents a graphical virtual assistant called
Brassau1 that automatically generates an interactive GUI from
users’ natural-language commands.
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Design of Brassau

The interface of our Brassau prototype, on an Android phone,
is shown in Figure 1. Users can type in their command in a
text box at the top of the screen, or say the command by using
Android’s voice input support. Brassau automatically translates each command into a widget. Up to seven widgets can
be shown on one screen: one main widget and six minimized
at the bottom. Users can interact with the main widget directly.
If a widget is updated while it is minimized, a notification
badge appears; tapping a minimized widget will turn it into
the main widget, and the state from its last interaction will be
shown. Users can manage their widgets by reordering them
with a press-and-hold interaction on the icon, or delete them
by tapping the “x” on the upper right corner of the icon. They
can also toggle on and off monitoring functions with a switch,
as shown in Figure 1(d,e).
GUIs have some significant benefits over text and voice-based
interfaces used in traditional virtual assistants. With Brassau’s
widget-based GUI interface, users can keep track of their personally favorite virtual assistant commands at a glance, which
1 Brassau is a chimpanzee whose paintings were mistaken as painted
by a human artist [30].

makes monitoring multiple commands possible. Users can
issue one-click commands, which are particularly useful for
commands that are reused often and that have many parameters. Additional benefits, discussed below, correspond to the
examples (a)-(e) in Figure 1.
(a) With a GUI, users can see what parameters are needed to
fulfill a command and easily specify them. For example,
when ordering coffee, user can quickly change the type,
size, and delivery location.
(b) Users can reuse widgets without having to respecify every
aspect of them. Once the translation widget has been set
up, users can type in the text they want translated without
specifying the input and output languages.
(c) GUIs can provide interactive controls to users. For example, moving a slider to adjust controls, such as volume,
is more intuitive than saying, “Brassau, turn down the
volume” repeatedly.
(d) With notification badges on minimized widgets, users can
monitor selected updates, such as emails from specific
senders, and maximize the one of interest. Additionally,
for privacy and efficiency reasons, it is preferable to skim
long sequences of results, such as email messages, rather
than have them read aloud.
(e) Users can see live graphical updates in the main widget,
such as a baby monitor.
This paper presents a novel algorithm that automatically generates GUIs from virtual assistant commands. Our focus is not
just creating functional widgets, but widgets that are aesthetically appealing. To do so, we propose a top-down approach
that starts with a conceptual design rather than a more conventional bottom-up constraint-based technique.
We created a knowledge base of GUI templates that are welldesigned layouts of input and output parameters on visually
interesting backgrounds. Templates can be created in a few
minutes. Our algorithm finds the template that best matches
the inputs and outputs of a given virtual assistant program.
Contributions

The contributions of this paper include the following:
• A novel GUI-based virtual assistant that supports glanceable
notifications, repeating and reusing tasks, and controlling
background tasks with the help of a graphical interface.
• An algorithm that generates interactive GUIs automatically
from natural-language commands. The algorithm generates diverse, interesting, and semantically relevant GUIs
by matching the commands to a template in the knowledge
base and filling the template. The growth of virtual assistant
commands can be handled by adding templates.
• User studies show that users prefer GUIs stylized by Brassau over plain GUIs, GUIs semantically match the users’
commands, templates can be reused, and templates can be
easily created.

RELATED WORK

Automatically generating graphical user interfaces is an interdisciplinary endeavor. Our work draws on prior research
in the areas of multimodal user interface systems, automatic
generation of GUIs, computationally aiding humans in the exploration of design spaces, and computationally understanding
visual design.
Multimodal Virtual Assistant

The majority of virtual assistants nowadays are conversational
agents with a chat-based interface. Research has been done on
multimodal interfaces to enable a richer and more natural user
experience [13, 20, 23]. Although these works give virtual
assistants a multimodal interface, the GUIs are hard coded
to specific functionality. With the rapidly increasing abilities
of virtual assistants, the solution will be difficult to scale. In
contrast, in this paper we present a scalable algorithm that
allows for the reuse of GUI templates across commands.
Amazon’s Alexa [1] added a graphical user interface by introducing the Echo Show. Echo Show uses a built-in touch
display to show information and do basic interactions. Six
fixed plain templates are provided for developers to choose
from and developers have to manually specify what content
to show and where the content should be placed in the templates. Existing skills cannot be supported by the Echo Show
without manual developer work. In contrast, we automatically
generate GUIs given a command referring to skills in a virtual
assistant repository, and new skills can be supported without
the need for developer intervention.
Automatic Generation of GUIs

Research systems have been developed to automatically or
semi-automatically lay out user interfaces. These approaches
use optimization-based techniques to arrange graphical components such as buttons and menus using different constraintbased metrics [6, 8, 19, 22, 27, 31].
S UPPLE takes constraint-based methods a step further, by not
only generating the layout but also selecting the appropriate
interactors and dividing the interface into navigational components [9, 10]. However, these works do not take into account
higher-level concepts such as visual design and aesthetics. Our
solution takes into account both high-level visual concepts as
well as constraints specified by the program.
Computer Augmented Exploration of Design Space

Work on having computers aid humans while designing interfaces has been a rich area of research. Computational tools can
help designers explore a design space and try out new ideas
quickly. Sketchplore is a multi-touch sketching tool with a
real-time layout optimizer [28]. The tool allows designers to
explore the design space quickly and get computational feedback on which designs are promising. The designs produced
by the system are “sketch” quality, helpful for prototyping
but not as “ready-to-use” GUIs. Webzeitgeist introduces the
concept of design mining and provides a tool to help designers
parametrically search for visual design examples [15]. ICrafter
presents a template-based interactive system which can be
dynamically matched to different services [18]. However, creating a template requires coding in a traditional programming

language, which not only makes it harder than our system, but
can also cause security issues since it runs arbitrary code. Additionally, ICrafter templates only apply to a specific program
signature, unlike Brassau’s templates which can be reused
for many similar but different programs. Previous works are
targeted at developers, not end users.
Computational Visual Design and User Experience

More complicated than the strict problem of finding an optimal layout is finding an optimal visual design. The design
landscape for visual design is larger and more user specific. To
make a system that can automatically generate user interfaces,
we must define what makes an interface good. Prior work has
recognized the importance of visual appeal in an application
and developed ways to measure it. Lindgaard et al. show that
the visual appeal dominates the first-impression judgments
of perceived usability and trustworthiness [16]. The study
by Bateman et al. compares the interpretability and recall of
plain and visually embellished charts [3]. They find that visual
embellished charts are recalled notably more without impact
to interpretability. These studies support the need for having computationally generated interfaces that are functional
and aesthetic, which is a contribution of this paper. Although
good design has significant impact, it is time consuming to
build. Programmatic generation of appealing designs has been
studied for typesetting [14], tag clouds [2, 12], data visualization [21], and natural-language queries [11, 24, 25]. These
techniques are domain specific for relatively similar elements
and do not generalize to more complex visual optimizations.
ALGORITHM DESIGN PROCESS

We used an iterative design process to derive the solution
proposed in this paper to automatically build GUIs. To start,
we compiled a list of the most popular virtual assistant commands using logs from the Almond open-source virtual assistant project [5]. In addition to exploring how people currently
use virtual assistants, we conducted interviews to explore what
people wished their virtual assistant could do, but was not
capable of yet. An author of the paper sketched out what an
ideal GUI would look like for top commands, if it was laid
out by a designer. The results, shown in Figure 2, highlighted
the need of a good layout for elements corresponding to the
inputs and outputs and a semantically relevant and interesting
background to make the interface visually attractive.
In our first iteration of a solution, we built a bottom-up assembler that would take in a program specification and assemble
the components using a generative model. The model analyzed
the program and mapped the input and output parameters to
graphical elements in a repository, such as icons, buttons, colors, and backgrounds. For interactive controls, we relied on
the standard browser controls, combined with the Bootstrap
library of components [17]. We set the background color to
a gradient of colors extracted from the logo. However, we
found that when the individual elements were put together, the
elements did not match with each other and looked visually
inconsistent. The UI elements had different styles and varying
levels of quality. We curated the quality of the UI elements
but the resulting designs still looked inconsistent because of
variations in style. Overall, the designs looked formulaic and

Figure 2: After we found the most commonly used commands issued to
virtual assistants, we sketched out what an ideal GUI would look like for
each. The designs acted as a point of reference for comparison with our
results.

not like the sketches made by hand. This experience taught us
that more entropy is needed in the design process to create a
visually interesting set of widgets.
In response, instead of using a bottom-up approach, we investigated using a top-down, knowledge-intensive approach.
Can we leverage the large corpus of existing images and apps
to create diverse, well-designed, and semantically relevant
GUIs?
We experimented with ways in which we could match existing
GUI templates to commands automatically. To do so, existing
GUIs needed to be augmented with additional semantic information. So, we created a template markup language called
BANANA 2 and an interactive tool so users can provide the
necessary information quickly.
A FUNCTIONAL BRASSAU

Now that we have described the top-down approach we take in
designing the system, we next describe the system architecture
to make Brassau functional. Brassau is based on Almond,
a text-based virtual assistant that translates natural-language
commands into executable programs and executes them [5].
Such programs use APIs that are stored in Thingpedia and are
written in a programing language called ThingTalk. Brassau
uses Almond to translate natural language into ThingTalk
programs and to execute ThingTalk programs. Instead of
Almond’s textual output, Brassau automatically creates GUIs
for ThingTalk programs so users can interactively change input
parameters and see the results.
2 Brassau’s

Adaptive Non-specific Annotations for Novel Assistants

Command Type

Example

WHEN
WHEN with predicates
GET
GET with predicates
DO

monitor Apple stock
monitor when bob@example.com emails me
search tweets about “Pierre Brassau”
list files larger than 10 MB in my Dropbox
tweet ‘hello world’

Table 1: Primitive Thingpedia command types with example sentences.
Thingpedia is a database of APIs that Brassau uses to generate functional GUIs.
Name
Inputs

Short Description
Long Description

@com.twitter.search
req query : String
opt count : Number
text : String
hashtags : Array(Hashtag)
urls : Array(URL)
from : Username
in_reply_to : Username
search
search $query on Twitter

Icon
Multiple Results?

yes

Outputs

Table 2: The Thingpedia entry for @com.twitter.search.

Thingpedia: A Database of APIs

Thingpedia is a crowdsourced and open-source virtual assistant skill repository. There are three kinds of primitive skills:
WHEN commands monitor events, GET commands retrieve
data, and DO commands perform an action or display data to
a user. Each command calls a function in Thingpedia, along
with optional predicates such as equality or string containment
to filter the results. Example WHEN, GET, and DO commands
are shown in Table 1.
Each Thingpedia entry has an API declaration that includes
a list of input parameters, some of which are optional, and a
list of output parameters. An example Thingpedia entry for
Twitter is shown in Table 2. Each parameter has a name and a
type. A Thingpedia entry also contains a short and a long description of how the API can be referred to in natural language.
The former shows how a user can issue a command using the
API; the latter is used to produce a canonical sentence fully
capturing the semantics of the command that can be shown to
the user to resolve any ambiguity or defects in parsing. Each
entry also includes an icon for the service, and an indication
of whether it returns multiple results.
ThingTalk: Virtual-Assistant Commands

A ThingTalk program is a single WHEN-GET-DO statement, which combines up to three primitive commands from
Thingpedia. For example, the following command monitors
the current weather, and when the temperature is below a
threshold, generates and posts on Twitter a picture:
monitor @weather.get_current(location = here),
temperature ≤ 5C
⇒ @meme.generate(template = “brace yourselves”)
⇒ @twitter.post_picture(url = meme.url,
caption = “winter is coming”)

At runtime, if a program requires an authenticated API, the
system asks the user for a username and password if they have
not been entered already. The program is then executed and
passes the results to the chat interface to present to the user.
Almond: Converting Natural Language into ThingTalk

Brassau accepts textual virtual-assistant commands, either
entered by the user directly, or translated from users’ voice
commands using a third-party speech-to-text software. Brassau uses Almond to translate the text to ThingTalk. Almond
uses a deep-learning neural network based on a sequence-tosequence model [26] to translate a natural-language sentence
into a ThingTalk program.
Brassau Widget Generation

Brassau takes a ThingTalk program generated by Almond and
creates a GUI for it. It looks up the appropriate Thingpedia
entries to interpret the input and output parameters in the
program. If the user modifies parameters in the GUI, the
ThingTalk program is updated. Whenever the user runs the
program, it is passed to the Almond runtime and results from
Almond are passed back to Brassau to display.
There are three kinds of Brassau widgets:
• WHEN widgets are activated when a specified trigger occurs.
Users can turn on or off the widget with a switch. If the
widget is turned on, the program is sent to the Almond
runtime, which returns a unique identifier for the running
instance. Brassau keeps an open connection to Almond
where it receives new output values as the program executes.
When the widget is turned off, Brassau also informs Almond
correspondingly. If the WHEN widget is minimized, an
incrementing notification badge will appear to notify the
user when the rule has triggered. Example WHEN widgets
are shown in Figure 1(d,e).
• GET widgets are run immediately once they are created.
Subsequently, the user can change the input parameters
and run the program again by pressing the refresh button.
Example GET widgets are shown in Figure 1(b).
• DO widgets are activated when the user presses the action
button. The text in the action button is the first word of
the short description of the last primitive in the program.
Example DO widgets are shown in Figure 1(a, c).
Every widget has a logo, which is generated from a combination of logos in the Thingpedia entries and input parameters in
the program. Every widget also has a title, formed by combining the short descriptions of all primitives in the program; it is
shown when maximized.
Input Parameters

A ThingTalk program, translated from natural language, is
often underspecified due to missing input parameters. Therefore, the GUI needs extra input parameters to run the program.
Brassau maps the input parameter types in Thingpedia into
input elements, according to the mapping shown in Table 3.
For numeric types, a slider is used if the range is known or
can be inferred from the unit of measure. For enumerated

ThingTalk type
String short
String long
Number, Measure
Bool, Enum(on, off)
Other enum
Location
Entity
Picture
Contact
Color
Other

Input element
Text entry
Text area
Slider or text entry
Switch
Radio or drop down
Map
Logo and name if specified, else drop down
File picker
Picture and name
Color picker
Constant value if specified, else text entry

Table 3: The mapping between input ThingTalk types and input elements. Entity is the type of well-known public objects, such as sport
teams or companies.

types, a radio button is used if there are three options or fewer,
otherwise a drop-down menu is used to save space in the widget. As a special case, if the enumerated choices are on and
off, a switch is shown. For hashtags and usernames, a # or
@ symbol is shown before the input. Entity types, such as
company names and languages, are shown with an icon and a
name from Thingpedia when specified. See, for example, the
language entity “Chinese” in Figure 1(b). If the language is
not specified, the user is shown a drop-down menu with all the
language options.
Output Parameters

Natural Language

ThingTalk Program

Search tweets about
“Brassau”

@twitter.search
(query="Brassau")
Almond
Semantic
Parser

Brassau
@michaeljknowles

Pierre Brassau ranks
among the best
modern artists.

Widget
Matched Template

Figure 3: Generating a widget with Brassau. The user input is translated by Almond into a ThingTalk program, which is combined with a
matched template to create a widget.

Template Creation

Template are created using TemplateMaker, an application we
developed by customizing LabelImg [29] with a script that
generates BANANA templates. Images are first pre-processed
by cropping them to the correct aspect ratio, removing extraneous elements, and adding new elements if desired. The
image is then loaded into TemplateMaker, where we draw
semantically tagged overlaying rectangles on UI elements, as
shown in Figure 4. Once the image has been tagged, it is
run through a post-processing script that marshals the tagging
data and combines it with semantic data and a dominant color
palette extracted using the Color Thief library [7] to produce a
BANANA template.

Brassau maps output parameter types in Thingpedia into display elements, as shown in Table 4. For example, parameters
of type URL are turned into clickable links, and parameters of
type Measure have their units shown. For ThingTalk functions that return multiple results, each result is mapped to a
different page of the widget. The user can switch pages with
left and right arrows, and the badge at the top indicates the
number of unread results.
ThingTalk type

Display element

Number, Measure
Contact
Picture
URL
YouTube video ID
Other

Value + Unit
Link to contact (tel: or mailto:)
Image
Clickable link
Embedded video
Text

Table 4: The mapping between output parameter types in ThingTalk
and output user-interface elements.

Figure 4: The interface of TemplateMaker, used by Brassau template
creators to define rectangular overlays and tag them by their types. Once
created, a template can be used by any program.

USER-INTERFACE TEMPLATES

So far we have described how Brassau accepts a natural language input, uses Almond to translate it into a ThingTalk
program, and maps parameters to control and display elements. Next Brassau matches the ThingTalk program with a
template to generate a widget, as shown in Figure 3. Here,
we introduce templates as semantically tagged images with
replaceable areas for control and display elements. We have
developed TemplateMaker, an interactive template creation
tool, and BANANA, a template markup language.

The BANANA Template Markup Language

The BANANA markup language is used to annotate GUIs so
that they can be matched with generated programs. The formal
definition of BANANA is provided in Table 5. The primary
component of a BANANA template is the background image,
which can either be a direct screenshot or a modified image.
The user provides a list of semantic tags that describe the
contents of the background image.

: img tag∗ box∗ cc pal
: <picture>
: [required | optional] <word>
: ptop-left pbottom-right cdom ctop cleft cbottom cright
type h align? fsz? ffam? cover?
Point p
: <x> <y>
Color c
: <r> <g> <b>
Type type
: input | text | image | title | map
| slider | button | switch | logo
Hierarchy h
: <number>
Alignment align : left | right | center | justify
Font Size fsz
: <number>
Font Family ffam : serif | sans | monospace | handwritten | display
Corner Colors cc : ctop-left ctop-right cbottom-left cbottom-right
Palette pal
: c4
Template t
Image img
Tag tag
Box box

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Examples of template designs: (a) screenshot-based, (b) skeuomorphic, (c) semantic, and (d) neutral.

morphic, semantic, and neutral templates. Examples of each
are shown in Figure 5.
Screenshot-Based Designs

Table 5: The formal definition of BANANA, a markup language that captures the layout, semantics, and colors of a GUI template.

Users draw boxes over the image, each of which has a type
attribute, such as image, text, or button, which determines
how it is supposed to be used. Each box also includes a rank
ordering; larger and more prominent boxes should be ranked
first. A box can also be annotated with text alignment, font
size and font family, from a set of 5 predefined families. These
annotations exist to give a template designer more control over
the output of Brassau.
While the boxes are tagged manually, other parts of the
BANANA template are generated automatically. The color
palette for the whole image is extracted, using the modified
mean quantization algorithm [4], which clusters colors according to their distance in the RGB space. The extracted color
palette is used to match the API’s logo to a template. For
example, if Slack is used in a ThingTalk program, a template
with Slack colors should be used. The template’s color palette
is also used to choose the colors of UI elements, such that
they can be made to match the color scheme of the image.
Associated with each box is its dominant color, which is used
to choose a contrasting color for text elements to increase
readability.
The system can handle variability after it has chosen a template. The matching algorithm may choose a template with
more boxes than needed, in which case it is going to have
to fill unused boxes. Additionally, there are elements, such
as logos, that a user might want to selectively cover. To fix
these problems, we introduce the cover attribute; its presence
indicates that the box should be covered. The colors on the
sides of the box are used to construct a gradient that covers
the box and blends in with the rest of the image.
Template Collection

To understand what makes a good template, we put together
PrimitiveSet, which consists of all the working and distinctly
different functions from the 203 primitives in Thingpedia.
PrimitiveSet has altogether 91 functions. We built a database
of templates for the set by looking for relevant images on the
Internet. Note that copyright of these images must be obtained
if they are used commercially. In the process, we identified
four useful categories of templates: screenshot-based, skeuo-

As widgets are specialized versions of existing apps, it is
natural and appealing for them to adopt the style of the original,
professionally designed apps. Such templates can be found
from screenshots of the official app or website. Contributors to
Thingpedia may wish to supply such templates as they create
entries for their devices or services. Annotating these types of
templates is straightforward because the images have clearly
delimited interactive areas and could be done automatically in
the future.
Skeuomorphic Designs

High-quality skeuomorphic templates can be derived from realworld images of physical objects like scoreboards, clocks, and
TV remote controls. These templates are useful for displaying
results. We found that the skeuomorphic designs should be
front facing images of objects, avoid distracting details, and
have enough empty space to display the content.
Semantic Designs

Semantic designs contain graphic elements that share semantics with the programs, such as specific images or brand decorations. These have the advantage that they are applicable to
widgets of different services with similar semantics.
Neutral Designs

It may be the case that none of the templates in the knowledge
base match a program. We create a set of neutral templates for
the most common program signatures, as a catch-all to handle
APIs that have no matching templates. Neutral templates have
a flat color background, manually placed controls, and no
decorations.
TEMPLATE MATCHER

To match a program with the best template in the collection,
we calculate a heuristically defined cost function for each
template and choose the one with the minimum cost. The cost
function has three components:
• Semantic, S, quantifies how the template tags in the templates match the words in the program description.
• Hue, H, measures if the background color matches that of
the program logo. We do not want to recolor the template
based on the logo to avoid creating unnaturally colored
templates.
• Layout, L, measures the layout fit between parameters and
boxes. Details of this function are described below.

Box Type

Input/Output

Slider
Switch
Map
Input

Input
Input
Input
Input

Image

Output

Text

Output

Element Type
Slider
Switch
Map
Text entry
Text area
Radio
Drop down menu
File picker
Picture
Video
Text output
Entity logo and name
Contact picture and name
Link

Table 6: Brassau’s algorithm assigns control/display elements of a widget to boxes in a template according to the mappings in this table.

Let C(t, p) be the cost function for a program p using template
t in collection T , and tˆ be the best template for p,
C(t, p) = αS(t, p) + β H(t, p) + γL(t, p)
tˆ(p) = arg min C(t, p)
t∈T

where α, β and γ are heuristically assigned coefficients.
There is some flexibility as to how many inputs and outputs a
widget needs to show. Twitter, for example, has many optional
input parameters for search. Our algorithm tries to show as
many inputs and outputs that can fit into a template based
on priority. The highest priority is given to unspecified but
required input parameters, as a program cannot run otherwise.
Output parameters are next in priority; after all, that is the
purpose of the widget. Priority is given to picture and video
output types since that is why people want a graphical virtual
assistant. Interactive elements, such as switches and sliders,
have higher priority than input texts as they often serve the
primary function of the widgets.
In order of priority, Brassau’s algorithm assigns each input
or output element to a box of matching type, according to
Table 6. If there is no matching box, it tries to assign the
parameter to a box of a different type. A cost is assessed
for every mismatched assignment, and for every unassigned
element and unassigned box.
STYLIZING THE APPLICATION

The final step of creating the widget is to bring all the elements
together by stylizing them. To color the input and output
elements, we calculate colors that are legible and look good
within the context of the overall design. We determine them
programmatically by calculating the contrast ratio between
each of the palette colors and the color of the box the element
will be filling. To calculate the contrast, we compute the ratio
between the luminance of the two colors.
The palette color with the highest contrast is chosen to be the
foreground color for the box. This makes the text match the
other decorative elements in the template, as in Figure 1. If
none of the colors have a contrast ratio greater than 2.5, a
generally accepted usability guideline to ensure readability,

we choose the color using a split-complementary color scheme.
This scheme is known to have enough contrast.
To display as much of the text as is reasonable, we adjust the
font size dynamically based on the content, with minimum
and maximum sizes, to best fit within the box. This displays
shorter information, such as stock prices or step counts, more
prominently.
EVALUATION

We created two fully working prototypes of Brassau, a web
version and an Android version. We evaluate ideas presented
in this paper and our prototypes by asking the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How diverse are the templates?
Can templates be reused?
Can templates be generated easily?
Does Brassau generate visually appealing widgets?
Do the widgets match the intent of the program?
How do users respond to the end-to-end experience?

How Diverse are the Templates?

To get a sense of how diverse templates can be, we studied the template knowledge base we created for PrimitiveSet
introduced earlier. We first note that the 91 commands in
PrimitiveSet are diverse themselves: 54 of the commands use
private data and the rest use public resources. 23 are WHEN,
34 are GET, and 34 are DO commands.
We collected 65 templates for PrimitiveSet. There are 20
screenshots, 11 skeuomorphic, 25 semantic, and 9 neutral
designs. 27 templates have a strong brand association, such as
the use of brand colors or additional logos. 29 have semantic
decorations. 5 templates have no branding differentiation,
used for services like weather or SMS, making them reusable
for other purposes.
Of the 25 semantic templates, 3 include a real picture of the
device they represent, and the rest use drawings or flat colors.
Of the other 31 non-neutral templates, 2 are monochrome
or line-art, 20 use flat colors or simple gradients, and 9 use
realistic colors. 25 of the templates include at least one input
box, 34 at least one text box, and 14 at least one image box.
6 templates are annotated with an explicit position to place
the logo, which otherwise would be placed at the upper left
position. 34 templates have a box for the action button to
execute the program.
Brassau generated fully functional widgets for all the commands in PrimitiveSet, a sampling of which are shown in
Figure 6. The results demonstrate how diverse the generated
GUIs are, in terms of look-and-feel, colors, layouts, and styles.
41 of the generated widgets are interactive, showing one or
more input parameters that can be changed, and 7 of which
include either a switch or a slider. Brassau hides one or more
inputs for 15 of the widgets. 16 widgets show a list for results.
Can Templates be Reused on Compound Tasks?

Our premise is that the template-based algorithm can handle
new commands, without necessarily requiring new templates.

Figure 6: The results of Brassau when given the following natural-language commands: (a) how much will Uber cost from Stanford to San Francisco?
(b) add bob@gmail.com to my Github account, (c) search ‘super bowl’ on Youtube, (d) what time is the sunrise and the sunset? (e) show me gifs with
hashtag #funny, (f) get my Linkedin profile, (g) show me an image from my Instagram feed, (h) what is the weather today? (i) get my Dropbox quota,
(j) when is the next holiday? (k) what time is it? (l) set my status on Slack, (m) show me the news from New York Times, (n) monitor the scores of the
Stanford Cardinals football team, and (o) follow @alice on twitter.

#
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)

Command
Search YouTube and play it on TV.
Generate an Archer meme and send it to Slack.
Translate Washington Post headlines in Lifestyle section to Italian.
Tweet the latest NASA Astronomy Picture of the Day.
When the security camera detects something, call 911.
Send a GIF to GMail.
Tweet my Instagram pictures.
Set my phone to vibrate every day at 9 am.
When the Apple stock price is below $100, order me a large coffee.
Auto reply to my emails.
Send my weight to doctor@example.com.
Tweet the score when a Warriors game ends.
Table 7: Compound commands in CompoundSet.

To test this premise, we created CompoundSet, a set of 12
compound commands that combine two primitives, as shown
in Table 7. The signatures for these commands, the input and
output types, are a hybrid of primitives, which are distinct
from those in PrimitiveSet.
Brassau generated functional widgets for these compound
commands, without requiring any new templates to be added.
The results of the first four commands in Table 7 are shown
in Figure 7. Parameters from the two primitives are combined

using a semantically relevant template. Brassau correctly
generated widgets for all the 12 cases. A neutral template
was used in one case, because it was the only one matching
the signature. For two cases, Brassau showed only the output
parameters for the DO primitive and no input parameters, for a
lack of a better template choice.
Despite the relatively small number of available templates,
Brassau created working widgets for new compound commands, demonstrating the effectiveness of the ranking and
matching heuristics in Brassau’s algorithm.
Can Templates be Created Easily?

To test the ease of template creation, we recruited 5 students
to add a template of their choice to the database. Two of the
students had previously taken an HCI course and the other
three had not. Users were asked to redesign their least favorite
widget in PrimitiveSet. One user designed a new interface for
playing YouTube videos, one for setting the temperature on
the thermostat, and three for a news widget. To make a new
template, they looked for an appropriate image from the web
and used our TemplateMaker to tag it. All users found the
process and software easy to use and completed the task in less
than ten minutes. One user commented, “All I did was make
three boxes and rank the order and it was done. It knows what

than 70% of the time. This means that Brassau is preferred by
most people. Furthermore, this highly skewed distribution of
preferences suggests we should let users configure globally
how they want their widgets presented. In this way, we can
satisfy all users.
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Figure 8: Evaluation of Brassau widgets.

Do the Widgets Match the Intent of the Program?

Figure 7: Automatically generated widgets for compound commands (a),
(b), (c) and (d) in Table 7.

is the most important and does it.” All users were satisfied
with the final result and said that they would use the tool to
build interfaces for personal use.
Can Brassau Generate Visually Appealing Widgets?

In this experiment, we conducted a study to evaluate which
template layout type do users prefer. We experimented with
three graphical designs as follows:
• Plain. The input and output boxes selected to be presented
by Brassau are laid out, centered, sequentially from top to
bottom, and with no background.
• Layout. The inputs and output are placed into the boxes of
the best-fit template. However, the elements are not styled
and the background is not shown.
• Brassau. The full algorithm is used, which includes the
background and the custom layout.
To find which graphical designs users liked the most, we hired
40 Amazon Mechanical Turk workers, located in the United
States, who had an approval rating above 95%. For each
app, we created three presentations using the three designs
described above and showed them to the worker in random
order. The worker was asked to choose the one that they would
most likely use, along with a brief explanation describing their
decision.
Overall, the widgets with the Plain, Layout, and Brassau design were picked 10%, 14%, and 76%, respectively, as shown
in Figure 8(a). We observed that the users fall into two groups:
(1) 10% of the users prefer simpler widgets, and choose the
Plain and Layout designs more than 70% of the time. (2) 90%
of the users prefer the Brassau widgets, choosing them more

We recruited 100 Mechanical Turk workers to help evaluate if
the generated GUIs match the intent of PrimitiveSet. Workers
are shown pairs of a natural-language command and the generated widget. They are asked to rate how well the GUI matches
the intent of the command using a 5-point Likert scale, from
strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). The average of all
the ratings is 4.0, and 77% of the ratings are at level 4 or 5,
as shown in Figure 8(b). This suggests that Brassau widgets
match the commands well.
The 5 highest ranked pairs have more variety in their colors;
they are either screenshots, or semantic templates that contain
an image of the object. None of the top 10 commands use a
neutral template. Widgets with less colors tend to have lower
ratings. Four of the five lowest pairs are black and white or
neutral; the fifth has a solid yellow background. Commands
that contain uncommon words, such as “xkcd” and “meme”,
tend to have lower ratings, perhaps because workers are unfamiliar with such commands and would not know what their
GUIs should look like.
GUIs that show a semantic link between the command and
the template have the least variance in ratings received. For
widgets that show a picture of a word in the command, such
as a dog, thermostat, or TV, the standard deviation is between
0.6 and 0.7. However, the five highest standard deviations,
1.2-1.4, are found among the lowest quartile of rated widgets,
suggesting that there is a greater difference of opinion at the
low end.
End-To-End Experience

Our Brassau prototype, built on top of the experimental
Almond infrastructure, is not mature enough to support a user
study in the wild. Nonetheless, we wanted to get some feedback to inform our next steps. We conducted an end-to-end
pilot study with the same five users of the template creation
study. We presented users with a cheat sheet showing 350
WHEN , GET , and DO example commands. We asked them to
enter commands of their choice into the text box of Brassau’s
UI on an Android phone, as shown in Figure 1. If the users
struggled with entering the commands in natural language,

the authors intervened and suggested a different command
or a paraphrase of the same command. Evaluations lasted
approximately 30 minutes.
Users felt that the commands they entered were well represented by the GUIs. P1, P3, and P5 commented that they liked
the simplicity of the GUIs. As long as the natural-language
input was understood by Almond, users did not experience
usability issues while interacting with the system. One user
said, “it’s clean, easy to use.”
When shown the list of 91 widgets from PrimitiveSet, different
users found different apps useful. Examples of widgets they
liked include the music player, translation, memes, and the
light bulb. While one liked the Uber widget, another did not
because they would rather use the original app. One liked
the slider to set a volume because they thought it would be
easier to use than controlling a system with voice, one did not.
The difference in opinion of what is good demonstrated the
importance of users being able to personalize their dashboard.
User liked the idea of a graphical virtual assistant. Two of the
users commented on the overall usefulness of having a dashboard of customized GUI widgets for their favorite devices
or services on their mobile phone. P1 liked the system and
described Brassau as a “phantasmagoria of functions.” They
liked to see the news and chat with friends in the same app. P2
commented that the system was like Facebook because they
could do many tasks within the same app. They would like to
piece together a custom app for all their favorite functions.
The users gave some concrete suggestions on the visual presentation. P3 wanted the news widget to contain an image as
well as text and P2 wanted it to use the real New York Times
font. They observed that the most visually appealing widgets
had strong decoration and short pieces of content. They specifically liked the Uber widget, which shows a car stylized with
the Uber colors. None of the users commented on the stylistic
inconsistency across widgets.
All users commented that they wanted the minimized widgets
to be smaller, so that the main widget would have more room
to display information. P3, P4, and P5 commented that the list
display would be better if they could swipe instead of clicking
left and right.
Four of the users, P1, P3, P4, and P5 wanted to do more with
the content once it was displayed. P1 tried a compound command that would upload newspaper articles to Facebook, and
was confused that they did not have the opportunity to change
what would be posted. They wanted additional actions such as
being able to share the images and seeing other related content.
Confirmation, sharing, and other general functionalities can
be added into the Brassau framework in the future and made
available to all the widgets.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Brassau’s algorithm currently can only represent one
ThingTalk program in one widget. We found in our end-to-end
user studies that users want more complex widgets that allow
them additional features such as sharing and linking to other
widgets. Future work will consider showing contextual actions

in a widget and how users can combine multiple ThingTalk
programs to make widgets more interactive.
As we evaluated Brassau’s limitation, we also identified ways
in which the Thingpedia type system could be improved. We
recommend adding a concept of records to Thingpedia, to
make relationships of data explicit. For example, in a sporting
event, we need records to associate the winning score with the
winner team, and the losing score with the losing team.
In this implementation, each widget has its own style. If
users want a consistent style across widgets, we envision two
possible solutions. First, as the database of templates grows,
the templates can be organized into families of templates that
are consistent with each other. This is analogous to the notion
of themes for app icons. Second, we can add a final module
that restylizes all the widgets to be consistent, possibly using
deep-learning techniques.
We hypothesize that it is possible to generate some basic templates automatically using deep-learning techniques. In our
current system, we manually created simple, neutral templates
to be used if there were no other matching templates. Once
the template database is populated with enough training examples, a deep-learning algorithm could be developed to generate
neutral templates automatically.
CONCLUSION

This paper introduces Brassau, a graphical virtual assistant
that automatically generates interactive widgets from naturallanguage commands, translated by Almond to ThingTalk.
Brassau allows users to assemble together a dashboard of
personalized widgets, making it easier to repeat commands
and see multiple results at a time.
Brassau introduces a novel template-based method that leverages a large corpus of GUI templates to create visually diverse
and interesting GUIs. Users create a GUI template by taking a
background image and tagging the bounding boxes for control
and display elements, ranking them, and adding semantic tags.
The template also contains color information automatically
extracted from the image. Brassau matches the ThingTalk
program to a template and stylizes it to create the GUI. Brassau is the first template system which matches its program
dynamically based on types and semantics.
Our experiments show that Brassau’s algorithm is general and
supports the diverse space of virtual assistant commands. In
our user studies, we found that user prefer widgets built using
Brassau to widgets that did not have the Brassau background
or UI layout. End-to-end user tests suggest that the system is
useful, easy to understand and easy to extend.
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